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Episode Four of Power Talk: The Vision Solutions Podcast Talks Real-World HA
Experiences with Vision VP of R&D
IRVINE, CA (April 26, 2017) – Vision Solutions, a leading provider of business resilience solutions for IBM
Power Systems, published episode four of its “Power Talk” podcast featuring 30-year industry veteran
and Vision Solutions' VP of Research and Development Craig Johnson.
Topics of discussion include:
•
•
•
•
•

Disk and bandwidth optimization with remote journaling
Key differences between software replication alternatives
Trends in transaction volumes and recovery time objectives (RTO)
How high availability (HA) can add to a security strategy
Tips for IT teams considering HA solutions

Tweet about episode four of the Vision Solutions podcast.
An excerpt of the conversation:
Becky Hjellming: What other themes are you hearing when you work with IT groups that are
managing IBM i servers?
Craig Johnson: I’m definitely seeing a lot of trends this year in terms of skillset shortages,
leveraging managed services or clouds, and upgrades (that’s always there). There is a lot of
virtualization being deployed today among customers using Power Systems that really have
improved. IBM has really done a lot in the virtualization space, in terms of virtualizing partitions
and storage and memory. So, certainly a lot of changes, and a lot of challenges as a result of
that, for IT directors and the application development teams.
The Vision Solutions Power Talk podcast series is available at:
http://www.visionsolutions.com/powertalk
“Craig Johnson offers a unique blend of commentary on both industry trends and how his efforts at
Vision Solutions tie into them,” said Edward Vesely, EVP and CMO of Vision Solutions. “Craig’s
conversation with Becky illuminates many of the subtler points touched on by previous Power Talk
guests and delivers a preview of what’s on the horizon for IBM Power users.”
About Vision Solutions
Vision Solutions is a leading provider of business resilience solutions – high availability, disaster
recovery, migration and data sharing – for IBM Power Systems. For more than 25 years, customers and
partners have trusted Vision to protect and modernize their environments, whether on-premises or in
the cloud. Visit visionsolutions.com and follow us on social media, including Twitter, Facebook and
LinkedIn.
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